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Introduction from Fáilte Ireland’s 
Business Tourism Team

Fáilte Ireland’s Business Tourism team have developed this 
communications toolkit to help Destination Management 
Companies (DMCs) communicate and engage with international 
buyers, partners and stakeholders more effectively as we work to 
rebuild and prepare for the recovery of International Tourism.

As part of this initiative, the Business Tourism team at Fáilte Ireland have developed a 
destination communications strategy and supporting plan to serve as a framework for 
all stakeholders in ensuring a unified voice and approach for ‘Team Ireland’ with phased 
messaging, that your business can align with. The destination communications strategy 
was developed based on a combination of qualitative buyer research and input from 
key industry stakeholders.

This toolkit is extremely comprehensive and can be used by any business team 
responsible for communications with buyers and prospective leads, from senior level 
executives to those responsible for web and social media channels. The idea is that it 
can add value at various stages of the pandemic recovery and can be adopted in line 
with the resources that you have available. It offers comprehensive advice and best 
practice around creating a communications plan, setting and measuring goals, measuring 
performance of communications activity to better inform business decisions to deliver 
the greatest impact, as well as offering guidance on building audience personas and best 
in class content; the effective management of social media channels and PR to ensure 
your messages reach the right audiences, for optimal impact on business performance.

We believe that we have a world class Business Tourism industry and product 
offering in Ireland, and when we work together and deliver collaboratively, 
we have the potential to achieve beyond our individual expectations.

We are looking forward to working with you to engage both new and existing 
audiences so that we can grow business tourism revenue into the future.

We are looking forward to working 
with you to engage both new  
and existing audiences so that  

we can grow 
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Fáilte Ireland’s Business Tourism Approach 
Our Vision, Purpose and Theme
As part of the process of creating our new business tourism destination 
communications strategy and plan, Fáilte Ireland has defined a vision, 
purpose and theme for Meet in Ireland.

In-depth research carried out as part of defining our strategy and plan led us to 
a theme that will underpin all our communications activity. The theme sits in the 
background to unify messaging and as the core proposition for our key audiences.

Our key messaging and communications are all rooted in the fact that meeting 
and incentive buyers can ‘Trust Ireland’, whether that is because we have robust 
health and safety measures in place, because of our sectoral strengths, because of 
the range of amazing experiences on offer, or because we have a small and incredibly 
well-connected business tourism events community.

We have created a suite of messages that bring the ‘Trust Ireland’ theme to life for each 
of our target audiences. You can find all these key messages here, and we explore those 
that are relevant to you in more detail in this guide. You can use these key messages as 
a guide to align your messaging with that of Fáilte Ireland’s business tourism messaging, 
and this will ensure that Ireland has a strong and consistent voice across the breadth of 
the international business tourism sector.

Theme:

‘Trust 
Ireland’

Vision: 
For Ireland to be the 
destination of choice 

for international 
business events

Purpose:
To be a world leader 

in the economic 
and societal impact 
that can be achieved 

through business 
events
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Business Tourism Audiences
It’s essential that we have a clear understanding of who we want to communicate with, particularly during these 
times when buyers have left roles or moved on to new businesses during the pandemic.

The core audiences Fáilte Ireland’s business tourism team are targeting include:

1
Meeting Planner 

(agency)

4
Association Planner 

(direct)

2
Meeting and  

Incentive Planner 
 (direct)

5
Conference 

 Ambassador

3
Incentive Planner

(agency)

We have created detailed personas for these audiences, as a means of understanding what drives and motivates our audiences, 
what they value from a destination and where and how they consume media. You can find all these personas here.

The most relevant Fáilte Ireland Business Tourism buyer personas for your DMC business are included on page 12 of this toolkit.

NOTE: As the situation 
changes post-pandemic, these 

personas will be updated, 
especially the decision-making 
factors and value proposition 

which will evolve as the 
business environment recovers 

and priorities change.
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Fáilte Ireland’s Business Tourism Strategy 
and Four Phases of Recovery To Growth
As part of our programme of rebuilding post-pandemic, Fáilte Ireland’s business tourism team have created a four-phase strategy, the timeline for which is flexible, according 
to each audiences timeframe for recovery and that of the global industry. The strategy and our top line actions can be applied to your business and are as follows: 

1: Stay connected 
(Ireland is closed)
Objective: To connect with new and 
existing target audiences by implementing 
a communications plan that places Ireland 
front of mind for when planners are ready 
for business tourism to resume.

2: Reassure 
(Ireland is preparing to reopen)
Objective: To generate event enquiries 
and receive RFPs from international 
event planners, positioning Ireland as 
the destination of choice by promoting 
it as a safe, accessible and inspirational 
destination for events.

3:  Rebuild 
(Ireland is open)
Objective: To increase enquiry levels and 
RFPs from international event planners and 
secure new business, positioning Ireland 
as the destination of choice by promoting 
its offering, expertise, experience and 
desire to deliver a successful event.

4: Reboot 
(Business as usual)
Objective: To increase the volume of 
international business wins and maintain 
a strong business pipeline by promoting 
Ireland as the destination of choice for 
events, leveraging Ireland’s assets, sectoral 
strengths, experience, connections and 
desire to deliver exceptional events.

According to the prevailing market conditions during each phase, Fáilte Ireland’s Business Tourism team recommends the following:

 Maintain regular contact with 
key partners across the industry, 
outlining support for them as 
Ireland works towards reopening

 Create and disseminate short, 
easily digestible pieces of content 
(including press releases, news articles, 
social content where relevant) that 
can be quickly distributed as per 
channel strategy

 Push out regular content pieces 
that demonstrate leadership and show 
confidence in the fact that the industry 
will recover, and when it does, you will 
be there to support them and keep 
them connected

 Build digital and online content 
around #MakeItIreland key messages 
and reasons to trust and believe

 Develop a language and tone of 
voice that instills confidence, while 
remaining positive and business like

 Develop a series of content looking 
at the steps towards reopening and 
how you are preparing

 Develop a series of ‘Open for Business’ 
messages designed to encourage 
enquiries and build pipeline

 Move from emotional messaging 
to aspirational messaging

 Communicate that Meet in Ireland 
and its business tourism community 
are sector experts, and that we are best 
placed to help the industry to recover 
and stay connected #MakeItIreland

 Activate messages which recognise 
and thank audiences, partners and 
the industry as a whole

 Continue to share digital and online 
content around #MakeItIreland key 
messages and reasons to trust

 Proactively promote Ireland’s key 
USPs as per the channel strategy

 Move to more ‘business as usual’ 
messaging and confident (but not 
arrogant) language, tone and style

 Communicate business wins 
and successes to convey 
positive momentum

 Continue to share digital and online 
content around #MakeItIreland key 
messages and reasons to believe
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Our Key Messages
Fáilte Ireland has identified top line key messages for each target audience for each 
strategy phase. The wording will give you a guide as to the key messages to follow as 
you communicate with your audiences. 

Overview of messaging themes:

Emotional 
(messages which resonate on 
an emotional level with clients)

Functional

 Successful

 Experienced and knowledgeable

 Professional

 Easy to do business with

 Responsible ‘citizen’

 Respected

 Friendly

 Fun

 Memorable

 Safety and security

 Accessibility and infrastructure

 Venues and accommodation

 Established / proven

 Technology

 Highly experienced team

 Brand adaptive

 Location and size

 Sectoral strengths

 Part of the EU and only member where 
English is the first language

The messages for each 
target audience are within 
the personas Fáilte Ireland 
has developed, the link to 

which is here.
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Fáilte Ireland’s Business Tourism Communications Plan
The outcome of our research and strategising is a completed communications plan. The 
plan is an at a glance guide for Fáilte Ireland’s business tourism team and includes themes 
around what we’re communicating to whom, when and on which channels, aligned with 
the strategy phases outlined previously and key industry milestones and events.

In this toolkit you’ll find out how you can use our communications plan as a guide 
to create your own plan, aligned with Fáilte Ireland business tourism’s communications 
timeline and content where relevant. Here’s a snapshot of Fáilte Ireland’s completed plan.

Think about the key industry 
dates you should be 

acknowledging e.g. Global 
Meetings Industry Day / Earth 
Day to plan content (this type 
of thing works well to join in 
conversation on social media) 

and make sure you use the 
right hashtags (see page 23)

This section includes key dates 
/ events both internal and 
external. Many of these will be 
directly relevant to your business

This section includes an overview 
of activity on each channel
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Creating Your Own Strategy and Plan

Getting Started
It’s important to have a strategy in place to ensure you help your organisation 
communicate effectively and meet core objectives. Given the timeline for recovery 
is not set in stone, and that it differs geographically and by industry, we recommend 
phasing your strategy so that it gives you the flexibility to activate different messaging 
when the time is right for your audience. Your plan should be annual, and the activity 
detail should be adjusted on a more regular basis (we suggest quarterly) to ensure it 
continues to meet your business objectives.

So, how do you create your own strategy and plan, and how do you ensure alignment 
with Fáilte Ireland’s approach?

There is a lot to think about, therefore, Fáilte Ireland has created a step-by-step approach 
to guide you through the process. You can also refer to the phasing, key messages and 
proof points within Fáilte Ireland’s strategy and plan to support the creation of your 
own strategy. 

Define your customer value proposition
1. Brand essence or promise: e.g. Creating unforgettable event experiences

2. Key features: 3-5 specific features of the brand essence or promise 
which demonstrate differentiation and / or desirable qualities – 
e.g. Unrivalled connections

3. Proof points: up to 4 specific aspects of each key feature that ‘prove’ 
the claim being made in the feature – e.g. in relation to the proof point 
‘Unrivalled connections’ a proof point could be ‘preferred partner of…’

Do your research:
 Understand your audience by using personas and analytics to gain insights into 

how they consume media. This point is arguably the most important step of all.

 Understand your competition by following them and seeing what they’re 
doing well (and not very well). Doing this will help you spot opportunities 
and see what sort of content they’re sharing and how that’s perceived. Paid for 
services include BrandWatch, Social Blade and Critical Mention, but if budget is tight, 
Google alerts and following or connecting with key competitors on social media 
(e.g. their LinkedIn profiles) will give you a good sense of this.

 Audit your own channels to understand what’s working, who’s engaging with 
you and how you’re performing compared with your competitors. This can be as 
simple as looking at social posts to see engagement levels on different types of 
content and on different platforms and evaluating what works best. Tools include 
Twitonomy and Followerwonk for Twitter.

 Check your channel strategy is meeting the consumption habits of your audience 
and the needs of your business. While LinkedIn might seem like the obvious choice for 
business conversations, many consumers prefer Instagram, given visual content is so 
engaging. Twitter might seem a great place to engage with your audience but bear in 
mind it can be something of an echo chamber. Fáilte Ireland’s personas provide some 
insights as to how best to use each channel in order to meet your business objectives.

 Be inspired by other businesses, both in your field and outside of it. Search for 
success stories of campaigns that have worked well or won awards. Think about how 
your favourite brands use social media and why you enjoy their content – PR Week, 
Campaign, Sprout Social, Social Media Examiner, Social Media Today, eConsultancy 
and Hootsuite are good sources of inspiration as they post regular roundups of 
good campaigns.
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Getting Started (continued)

Set SMART goals that are 
aligned with your business 
objectives and track them 
with meaningful metrics.

Create your communications 
plan – use the template here: 
to plan what you are going to 
communicate to your audiences 
and when. This will make it 
easier to plan and manage 
your communications and to 
ensure it’s aligned with Fáilte 
Ireland’s Business Tourism 
communications which in turn 
will help amplify Ireland’s voice.

Create a content calendar 
for social media so that 
you can get the most impact 
from your content. Make sure 
your calendar is aligned with 
your business objectives and 
marketing activity – and with 
Fáilte Ireland’s planned activity 
– and that you’re using each 
channel in the optimum way 
to reach your audience.

Evaluate your progress. 
It is critical that you regularly 
evaluate your progress so 
that you can adjust your 
strategy and tactics to ensure 
you deliver against your 
business objectives. 

Decide on a North Star 
Metric you are going to fixate 
on and make sure all members 
of your team are clear on this 
and how it is calculated. This 
will have an impact on content, 
tone, and ads.
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Strategy Matrix
To help simplify your strategy Fáilte Ireland has created a strategy matrix template.The document is a simple excel format and will hold all the key information relating to your strategy. 
You can refer to Fáilte Ireland’s completed strategy matrix here as an example of how to populate the document.

The strategy matrix contains 
an overview of the following 
information:

 Brand purpose

 Brand vision

 Brand personality

 Key audiences

 Objectives

 Phased strategy

 Proof points

 Key messages

 Channel strategy

 PR strategy

 Social media strategy

 Stakeholder / 
influencer strategy

You might not need to include 
all these elements in your own 
matrix, depending on your 
business needs – the template 
can be easily edited to remove 
(or add) sections if necessary.

Here’s a snapshot of Fáilte Ireland’s completed matrix:

TOP TIP  
Key messages should 

be structured to relate 
directly to product 
features and proof 

points
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Setting Goals
Setting goals is crucial to being able to measure your success. The first stage of goal 
setting is to establish your starting point. Whether that’s your average engagement 
rate on social media or the scope and reach of PR activity and reach, identify where 
you are starting from so that you can track the progress of your campaign.

Here are some examples of the type of goals you should be setting. They should be 
SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Timely) and should directly 
contribute to meeting your business goals. It will also be important to ensure you 
set up tracking, reporting and measurement for these once they have been agreed 
and set (Further details of this will be discussed later in this toolkit).

Example goals you should be considering are:

Examples of Social media Goals

 To increase brand awareness amongst event professionals – 
tracked by followers, shares, brand mentions, reach and impressions

 To have an average engagement rate of 4% on LinkedIn posts – 
tracked by engagement metrics

 To grow our community on LinkedIn to 7,000 followers by the end 
of September 2021 – tracked by follower numbers

 To drive traffic from social media to our website – tracked via Google Analytics 
by visitors from social media, social media’s share of overall traffic, bounce rate, 
clicks on social posts

 To increase the volume of new business secured directly attributable 
to social media – tracked by social and Google analytics

 
Top Tip

Bear in mind that engagement 
levels on social media might 

seem relatively low, for example 
average engagement on LinkedIn 

is approximately 2% so if you 
achieve 5% engagement (5% of 
your followers engaging with a 
post), you’re doing very well.
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Setting Goals (continued)
Examples of Public Relations Goals

 To secure one quality pieces of coverage in Tier 1 media each month – 
select your tier 1 media based on your audience’s media consumption habits 
and also on their reach within your sector. This can be tracked either by a paid 
for cuttings service, for example, Meltwater or Cision, or for free manually through 
Google alerts when coverage appears and by scanning print magazines (though 
this can be time consuming and not very comprehensive)

 To ensure 75% of coverage includes at least 3 of 5 key messages – your key 
messages might include, your company’s URL, the name of your company, a key 
statement about your company (for example, ‘Dublin’s leading DMC’). These can be 
tracked manually by reading coverage and logging the number of messages in a chart.

 To place three thought leadership articles in Tier 1 media by December 2021 
– this would involve identifying a timely topic that will resonate with your target 
media and audience and pitching it to the title’s editorial team

Top Tip
Most media titles will provide 

an advertising media pack 
with details of audience reach 
and demographics – these can 

either be downloaded from 
their website, or requested from 
their commercial team via the 

contacts page.

Top Tip
Excerpts from media 

coverage could be included 
in pitch documents
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Who Do You Want To Reach?
For your strategy to be successful, it is vital to engage strongly with target audiences, including international buyers, industry partners, stakeholders and influencers. Currently due 
to the pandemic, a large portion of these audiences has been lost, either through extended furlough, change in roles or redundancy. In addition, the roles of those individuals may 
also have changed, reflecting a structural change in the business events sector. Some research indicates that up to 40% of the traditional buyer network has been displaced.

It is essential to have a clear understanding of who these new audiences are, what their objectives are and their expectations of a destination and how best to engage with them. 
To do that, Fáilte Ireland’s business tourism team have created personas that bring to life your key target audiences, including identifying their key decision-making factors, channel 
touchpoints and a core value proposition. The ‘Meeting Planner (Agency), Incentive Planner (Agency) and Meeting and Incentive Planner (Direct)’ are most relevant to DMCs and we 
have included them below. Other personas can be found here:

MEETING PLANNER (AGENCY)

NNAATTAALLIIEE WWAATTEERRSSTTOONNEE,,    AAGGEENNCCYY  PPLLAANNNNEERR
Company: BCD
Location: London, UK

PPRROOFFIILLEE
• Age 35, single
• Works and lives in London
• Outgoing, very high expectations, high energy, 

ambitious
• Well connected and very well-travelled, enjoys a good 

life 

IINNFFLLUUEENNCCEESS
• Her own network of industry contacts
• Media (B2B) and social media particularly Instagram
• Trade shows – she attends at least one trade show every year
• Wow destinations and invites

CCLLIIEENNTT  DDEETTAAIILLSS  
• Portfolio of clients across different sectors
• Destinations she typically programmes include cities like Barcelona and Berlin

DDEECCIISSIIOONN  MMAAKKIINNGG  FFAACCTTOORRSS
• A destination with lower infection rates
• Good access without lockdown policies
• Available hybrid options
• Location of the company’s HQ
• Selection of suitable spacious venues
• Wants somewhere that offers unique 

experiences she can’t find anywhere 
else to meet heightened anticipation 
with return of events

• Will only work with DMCs that are 
affiliated with BCD (typically one per 
country)

VVAALLUUEE  PPRROOPPOOSSIITTIIOONN
You can rely Ireland to deliver a safe and 
slick event with unique high-quality 
experiences, collaboration and 
teambuilding that will ensure your clients 
have a memorable time

PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONN  OOFF  IIRREELLAANNDD  
• Conscious of Ireland’s mandatory hotel 

quarantine in place 
• Largely Dublin-centric. She feels that 

Ireland is great for parties and fun
• Visited Dublin previously as a tourist -

on a budget (e.g. Temple Bar) but has 
not experienced our MICE product

• While she may understand the key 
products, she will not be familiar with 
newer experiences

WWOORRKK--RREELLAATTEEDD  CCHHAALLLLEENNGGEESS
• Under pressure to secure events to 

generate turnover and prevent furlough
• Difficult to plan ahead due to ongoing 

changes and uncertainty
• Added costs of cancellations and 

changes to events
• Increased competition from 

free/cheaper online events
• Very little time. Short turnaround times 

for getting proposal information from 
destinations

• She has lots of choice when it comes to 
programming destinations

• Client budget is sometimes limited

MMEEDDIIAA  //  SSOOCCIIAALL  MMEEDDIIAA  HHAABBIITTSS
• LinkedIn
• Facebook
• Instagram
• M&IT
• Conference News
• Corporate & Incentive Travel

SSHHOOWWSS
• IMEX Frankfurt
• IBTM World
• Confex
• The Meetings Show
• PCMA Chapter events

Fáilte Ireland’s Business 
Tourism team have 

created personas that 
bring to life your key 

target audiences
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MEETING PLANNER (AGENCY)

RRIICCKK  MMOORRRRIISS,,    AAGGEENNCCYY  PPLLAANNNNEERR
Company: HelmsBriscoe
Location: Manchester

PPRROOFFIILLEE
• Age 35, single
• Works and lives in London
• Outgoing, very high expectations, high energy, 

ambitious
• Well connected and very well-travelled, enjoys a good 

life 

IINNFFLLUUEENNCCEESS
• Own network, past experience and new trends /what’s at trade shows
• Posts photos of trade shows, FAMs and programmes on Facebook
• Content on HelmsBriscoe intranet
• Cvent for information on destinations/hotels.
• 'Deals' section on HB intranet.

CCLLIIEENNTT  DDEETTAAIILLSS  
• Works with a mix of budget sizes
• An influencer to his clients and knows them very well
• Prefers to work without a DMC.
• Has up to 8 clients that usually take recommendations directly from him
• Destinations he programmes are usually sunny

DDEECCIISSIIOONN  MMAAKKIINNGG  FFAACCTTOORRSS
• A destination with lower infection rates
• The lockdown policies – he wants a 

destination that he feels will not take 
any steps backwards in terms of 
restrictions

• Opportunities to have hybrid events
• New and relevant meeting destinations
• Opportunity to attend a FAM 
• Destinations that can provide something 

that will enhance teamwork 
and collaboration in a programme

VVAALLUUEE  PPRROOPPOOSSIITTIIOONN
You can rely Ireland to deliver a safe event 
that really adds value to your client and the 
wider organisation, and that makes 
you look good

PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONN  OOFF  IIRREELLAANNDD  
• Aware that the UK are ahead of Ireland 

in terms of restrictions but not entirely 
sure of Ireland’s rollout plan or key 
dates

• Lack of knowledge of Ireland. Knows it 
from a personal perspective but not 
from a MICE perspective.

• Open to doing a FAM. He needs to see 
the destination to believe it. He will 
typically only book a new destination if 
he has been on a FAM. As he works for 
himself, he doesn’t have time to attend 
many FAMs. He'll only attend one or two
per year and focus on the destinations 
his clients are requesting

WWOORRKK--RREELLAATTEEDD  CCHHAALLLLEENNGGEESS  
• Feeling extra pressure to secure events 

to generate turnover
• His professional reputation is on the line 

so wants to personally see all 
destinations he programmes.

• Always looking for new products.
• Finding his own clients.
•- Does not earn salary, only paid 
by commission on booked events.
•- Will only suggest destinations that will 
work for client.
•Does not have time to source a huge 
range of destinations as he will only get 
paid commission based on where he 
books. Further investigation of other non-
runner destiantions will be a waste of his 
time.

MMEEDDIIAA  //  SSOOCCIIAALL  MMEEDDIIAA  HHAABBIITTSS
• LinkedIn
• successfulmeetings.com
• Facebook
• Meetings and Conventions Magazine
• Successful Meetings Magazine
• Corporate & Incentive Travel

SSHHOOWWSS
• IMEX Frankfurt
• IBTM World
• Confex
• HelmsBriscoe ABC/ERM
• PCMA Chapter events
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INCENTIVE PLANNER (AGENCY)

MMAADDIISSOONN  BBRROOWWNN  CCEEOO
Company: Incentive Agency
Location: Dallas, US

PPRROOFFIILLEE
• Age 54, married with 2 teenagers
• Very high maintenance, very competitive when it

comes to programming exclusive experiences
• Keen for her agency to be more cutting-edge with their

programmes.

IINNFFLLUUEENNCCEESS
• Trade shows for gathering information. Invited to IMEX every year by Hilton
• Reads constantly – trade and travel magazines, email marketing
• Keeps folders of information for destinations she might programme

CCLLIIEENNTT  DDEETTAAIILLSS
• 1-2 luxury/ high-end clients
• Different destination every year which clients announce 1 year in advance
• Always uses a DMC in-market
• Access and safety are key, English speaking with top hotels and infrastructure
• The destination needs to deliver something that her clients’ friends can’t buy. 

DDEECCIISSIIOONN  MMAAKKIINNGG  FFAACCTTOORRSS
• Vaccination rollout in destination as 

safety of her clients is paramount
• Avoiding Covid hotspots, where there 

will be suitable insurance available
• Exceed her client's expectations
• Destination with the ‘wow’ factor 

and offering clients a unique / ahead of 
trend experience

• On trend destination

VVAALLUUEE  PPRROOPPOOSSIITTIIOONN
You can trust Ireland to have the unique 
high-quality experiences that will ensure 
your clients have a safe and memorable 
‘wow!’ experience that makes you look 
good

PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONN  OOFF  IIRREELLAANNDD  
• She has recently programmed 

destinations like Dubai, Hawaii, 
Mauritius. If Europe was requested, she 
would consider Scotland rather than 
Ireland, or Italy if a hot destination was 
requested, however would choose 
Ireland over Scotland if they had less 
restrictions in place 

• Thinks that it rains a lot in Ireland, that 
it’s small and expensive. Knows Ireland 
for Guinness, castles and fun/ craic.

• She knows the importance of FAMs but 
considers them to take a considerable 
amount of time out of her schedule

WWOORRKK--RREELLAATTEEDD  CCHHAALLLLEENNGGEESS  
• She is constantly looking for ‘new’ and 

‘wow’, high-end experiences. 
• It’s a challenge to get her to change 

from more well-established destinations
• Difficult to plan ahead
• Facing additional costs for cancellations 

and changes

MEDIA / SOCIAL MEDIA HABITS
• LinkedIn
• Twitter
• Instagram
• Ezines e.g. SITE, Leading/Preferred Hotels

SHOWS

• IBTM World
• IMEX Frankfurt & America
• Northstar Events
• PCMA Events
• SITE Global Events
• MPI Events
• IRF Events
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MEETING AND INCENTIVE PLANNER (DIRECT)

HHEELLEENN  JJOONNEESS,,  EEXXEECC  AASSSSTT  //  PPRROOJJEECCTT  CCOOOORRDDIINNAATTOORR
Company: EY
Location: Toronto, Canada

PPRROOFFIILLEE
• Age 29, single
• Her family is originally from Italy. She has travelled much of 

Europe so has quite a cultured background
• Professional and reserved but confident
• Works on different in-house projects. 

IINNFFLLUUEENNCCEESS
• Travel magazines, email marketing from her favourite hotel groups/ chains, high-end trends 

and social media
• Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant networks and events

CCLLIIEENNTT  DDEETTAAIILLSS
Organises annual executive team summit & sales team’s annual incentive trip
• Company usually considers London and sunny European cities
• Typically has a big budget.
• The sales team always want to be wowed by new exciting destinations
• Likes destinations that are strong hubs for tech or can provide something that will enhance 

teamwork and collaboration at her organisation.
• Prefers to work with DMCs on the incentive side but may opt for Convention Bureaux for 

corporate meetings

DDEECCIISSIIOONN  MMAAKKIINNGG  FFAACCTTOORRSS
• A destination with lower infection rates 

and no quarantining rules
• Flexible cancellation policies and 

insurance in light of COVID-19
• COVID-19 Safety protocols established 

by suppliers such as hotels, venues 
and transportation

• A destination which can provide online 
production capabilities for hybrid events as 
well as maintaining quality face-to-face 
event offering.

• A destination that offers new and 
unique experiences

VVAALLUUEE PPRROOPPOOSSIITTIIOONN
You can rely on Ireland to deliver a safe, high 
quality, seamlessly organised event that gives 
employees the wow-factor

PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONN  OOFF  IIRREELLAANNDD  
• Helen’s favourite destinations are

Barcelona and Prague.
• She feels Ireland is similar to the UK. She

has heard it’s good for business and easy
to access. She thinks the quality of food
probably isn’t great and she’s heard it’s
expensive. She feels it’s a bit too cliché and
‘twee’ for a large group of professionals.

• She is aware that the UK are ahead of
Ireland on the vaccination rollout and with
restrictions

• Helen spent a weekend in Dublin at one
point in her late teens

WWOORRKK--RREELLAATTEEDD  CCHHAALLLLEENNGGEESS  
• Worries that the programme won’t impress 

her senior team.
• Lack of destination knowledge. 
• Likes to copy the format of last year’s event
• Determining the current status of Covid-19 in 

a destination and the inability to plan ahead

MMEEDDIIAA  //  SSOOCCIIAALL  MMEEDDIIAA  HHAABBIITTSS
• LinkedIn
• Twitter
• Instagram
• Ezines e.g. SITE, Leading/Preferred Hotels

SSHHOOWWSS

• IBTM World
• IMEX Frankfurt & America
• Northstar Events
• PCMA Events
• SITE Global Events
• MPI Events
• IRF Events
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How are you going to Reach Your Audiences?
Now you have established who you want to speak to, you need to create a plan for 
which channels are best to reach them. Think about where and how you might interact 
with business tourism audiences in person, online and in print. What is your budget and, 
if it’s limited, what are the most cost-effective channels for reaching your audience?

Depending on your strategy phasing and audience event buying timelines, your key 
touchpoints for each phase might include:

 Online media titles

 Traditional media

 Social media

 Tradeshows and events

 eZines / newsletters

 Email marketing

You don’t need to use all these channels to reach your audience however, having 
a comprehensive channel strategy will mean that you can reach them via several 
different touchpoints, reinforcing and amplifying your messages and putting you 
front of mind. Consider your resources and budget for each channel in order to 
create an effective programme (more information on this from page 52).

To give you an example, Fáilte Ireland’s channel strategy is as follows – 
you can use this as a guide and adopt to suit your budget, plan and priorities.

REMEMBER:
there are plenty of ‘earned’ 

(unpaid) opportunities 
to reach your audience 

through print, online and 
social media – there is 

more information about 
this from page 19.
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Establish Your Proof Points
Now you know who you want to reach and where you’re going to find them, how 
are you going to convince them that they should have confidence in you to deliver 
a successful event? What ‘evidence’ are you going to show them?

Identifying and then using proof points in your messaging demonstrates to a buyer 
the reasons to believe in your organisation – ultimately, they are proof that you can 
deliver what they need.

Your proof points might include your team’s experience and expertise in terms of 
the businesses you’ve worked with and case studies of successful conferences; your 
experience working on virtual and hybrid events or the value and soft power support 
you offer your clients.

Your proof points should be woven through your communications, whether that involves 
sharing details of Covid safety measures across social media, creating and developing case 
studies that showcase your expertise or sharing news of new partners or new products.

A note on case studies

Case studies are a fantastic ‘proof point’ and, if you are able to secure approval to 
publicise client events, are a great way of communicating your experience and successes 
– high quality written content, videos and images are vital. Here are a couple of excellent 
examples:

Fáilte Ireland’s BT proof  
points include:

• Covid safety measures

• Ireland’s progress against 
Covid

• Open spaces / countryside

• Virtual and hybrid 
experiences

• Financial supports

• Part of EU

• Sectoral strengths

• Accessibility and 
infrastructure

• Small and connected

• Value

Your business’s proof points  
might include:

• Covid safety measures

• Experience / expertise

• Testimonials (and possibly 
case studies)

• Connectedness – network 
and contacts

• Virtual and hybrid experience

• Soft power support

• Value

Most of Fáilte Ireland’s proof points are 
directly relevant to your business, and 
not only can you use them in your own 
communications, but also you can amplify 
them by re-sharing each other’s content 
where relevant. Make sure you’re following 
and engaging with Fáilte Ireland across 
all Meet in Ireland social media platforms 
so that you can benefit from each other’s 
following and content.
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Creating Your Communications Plan
Now it’s time to populate your communications plan with an overview of what you’re 
planning to communicate to whom, when and on which channels, aligned with strategy 
phases and key industry milestones and events. Fáilte Ireland has created a template 
communication plan here to help keep things simple.

You can use the Fáilte Ireland Business Tourism Communications Plan as a guide and
follow their key themes, or if you’re more confident, you can create your own from
scratch, though we do recommend you streamline campaigns and activity with Fáilte
Ireland where possible to benefit from a louder share of voice.

0

Log your clients’ events here

The PR/Advertising/Social 
Media/Stakeholder sections 
should be completed with 
very top line information 
e.g.

Press release: 
New business win

Social media: Twitter – 
Partner spotlights

Stakeholder / influencer – 
networking event

Top Tips: 

 Make sure you plan 
different types of content 
in your calendar e.g., some 
to drive traffic to your website, 
some to be sourced / curated 
from external sources, to 
support lead generation, 
to convey your culture etc.

 Be realistic as to the type 
and volume of content you 
will be proactively creating 
and sharing and the time and 
resource you have available to 
create and share content.

 Include ‘behind the scenes’ 
content showcasing the 
professionalism and friendliness 
of your staff as an extra 
reassurance to the Buyer

Many trade magazines have 
a list of ‘forward features’ – 
planned editorial features 
for which there may be 
an opportunity to submit 
content for inclusion. 
These can be sourced 
by contacting the title’s 
editorial team (details are 
usually on their website).

Think about the key 
industry dates you should 
be acknowledging e.g. 
Global Meetings Industry 
Day / Earth Day and plan 
content (this type of 
thing works well to join 
in conversations on social 
media) and make sure you 
use the right hashtags (see 
page 22).
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Social Media

Overview
Social media is now an integral part of the media landscape, including in the business tourism sector.

When planning your social media strategy, it’s important that you consider how your different audiences 
engage with each platform and tailor your content accordingly.

 Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram are the three platforms most used by the business tourism industry 
and the three platforms on which Fáilte Ireland has a presence

 Bar a few industry groups (e.g., Delegate Wranglers), Facebook generally doesn’t see high levels of engagement from our industry currently

 Instagram is arguably most relevant to the incentives audience, though regardless of this, it is well worth investing time and resources in having a presence on Instagram 
to target the business tourism community

 Your audiences will spend time on Instagram through their personal profiles if not in a professional capacity

Fáilte Ireland’s channel strategy is as follows. We would suggest you mirror this:

It’s important that we work together to amplify the voice of Ireland 
amongst the business tourism audience. To that end, make sure you’re 
following Meet in Ireland on our social media channels, and that 
where relevant you’re re-sharing and / or engaging with our content. 
Please get in touch with us on info@meetinireland.com and share details 
of your social handles and we’ll make sure we connect with you.

https://twitter.com/MeetInIreland / @meetinireland

https://www.linkedin.com/company / meetinireland

https://www.instagram.com/meetinireland/ @meetinireland

Getting started

If you need support to set up your social media profiles and to understand the basics of social media, Fáilte Ireland has various tools, guidance and business supports available 
to help you – just reach out to your local Fáilte Ireland contact for more information.
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Content is Key
Effective use of digital media is not just about audiences and platforms; it’s 
about content. In the same way that we work to find stories that are interesting and 
newsworthy for traditional media, we must work hard to create content that is relevant 
to a business tourism audience but also engaging, making it useful in their business lives 
or entertaining in their personal ones.

The quality of your content is key to success when it comes to social media. You need to 
be creating and sharing information that resonates with the business tourism community 
and that adds value to the conversation. You also need to consider what topics and types 
of content are relevant for which platform.

Think about what is most likely to be of interest to your audience and topics where you 
have a strong offer / opinion. Your content should link to the proof points you identified 
earlier, as well as the key messages for each audience.

The quality of your content 
is key to success when it 
comes to social media.

Key topics might include:

Covid-safe: provide simple and factual information about relevant accreditations 
and actions that have been taken to ensure the health and safety of business travellers 
– including information about Fáilte Ireland’s Covid-19 Safety Charter. This can include 
information from your business and partners, with links back to the website/s for further 
information. Don’t use hashtags that include ‘covid’ or ‘coronavirus’ – they are not very 
targeted and could be off-putting.

Open for business: create posts that clearly indicate that Ireland and your company 
are very much open for business with a great range of options, excellent accessibility 
and infrastructure and an expert team to support them.
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Content is Key
Key topics might include (continued):

People: share posts and content that bring to life the personalities of your team as well 
as their areas of expertise. Whether that’s achievements, thought leadership articles on 
LinkedIn, top tip blog posts, or ‘get to know you’ posts, include an image / video where 
relevant.

Supplier profiles / new product showcases: these can provide interesting, relevant 
and engaging content for your audiences. Video content will work especially well here, 
to add some real personality

Culture: Ireland’s culture and history is a huge part of its appeal as a destination, so it’s 
important to include plenty of content, including imagery to support this. Fáilte Ireland 
have created a selection of entertainment videos for Business Tourism to showcase our 
traditional music and dance. Contact the Fáilte Ireland Business Tourism team for further 
information.

Venues and hotels: work with your partner venues and hotels to showcase their USPs, 
whether that’s sustainability, location or technology capabilities.

Responsible global citizenship: share sustainability initiatives and awards and details of 
how your business is committed to being a responsible global citizen. Also, images, videos 
and case studies showcasing events that have made a positive impact on the community.

Case studies: these are a great way of showcasing successes for your organisation though 
we realise that NDAs can make this a challenge. If you are able to create and publicise a 
case study, ideally, they should be accompanied by images and / or a short video that can 
be posted on social media with a link back to the full case study on the website. There is a 
selection of relevant case studies on the Meet in Ireland website.

Service: include posts that talk about the exceptional service planners / organisers 
will receive when working with your company – posting testimonials and feedback from 
happy customers is a great way of doing this, as long as the posts aren’t too frequent, 
and you can also post about key people from the team to put faces to the brand

Bear in mind that as the business tourism industry recovers, certain topics can begin 
to take a back seat (‘open for business’ and covid-safety, for example).
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Hashtags
Hashtags are critical when trying to reach your audiences on social media. They aggregate 
content to a specific topic, event, theme or conversation – for example, if you search 
#eventprofs on social media, you’ll find a stream of content all relevant to our industry, 
making it easy for users to search for and discover posts about specific topics.

How to use # Hashtags

 To show support for industry issues. Using a hashtag that’s connected to an 
industry issue is a way to get behind an important cause or issue. For example, 
#GMID2021 was used across social media platforms, including LinkedIn, on 
Global Meetings Industry Day

 Add context to a social media post. On Twitter, you only have 280 characters 
– using 1 or 2 hashtags can be a simple way to contextualize what you’re talking 
about, without using up valuable characters or writing repetitive captions, 
for example #hybridevent

 Target your audience with e.g. #incentives and #adventure as this will help 
you reach an audience who might not follow #eventprofs

 An opportunity to build your brand. Creating a branded hashtag or an event-
specific hashtag can be an effective way to promote your business and drive 
conversation – just think of Nike’s #justdoit which is completely synonymous 
with the brand

 Help your target audience find you. On Instagram and LinkedIn (and Twitter if you 
use TweetDeck), users can follow hashtags as well as other users. Using a few popular 
hashtags can be another way to help new users find your brand. For example, if you 
use #eventprofs or #incentives on your Instagram posts, someone who follows those 
hashtags will see your recent post in their feed

Some recommended #

 Fáilte Ireland’s on-going campaign #MakeItIreland

 Industry-wide #eventprofs – the number one hashtag for the business 
tourism industry

 Business tourism industry specific #incentives / #hotelprofs / #meetings

 Experience / location specific: #adventure #finedining #wildatlanticway 
#ireland #kerry

 Industry specific – #fintech / #acamedia / #pharma etc.

Top Tips:

1. # don’t work if you use spaces, 
punctuation, or symbols

2. The best hashtags tend to be short 
and easy to remember

3. Research your # before you use 
them as sometimes, they could be 
used in a context that doesn’t fit 
with your brand values

4. Best practice is 2-3 hashtags 
on Twitter and LinkedIn

5. On Instagram use your full 30, 
with most in a comment directly 
below your post.

#
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Imagery
Using the right images in the right way is key to success with social media, whether that’s 
images or video. Fáilte Ireland has a toolkit – offering guidance on creating images and a 
toolkit, offering guidance on video, for social media and the Fáilte Ireland Content Pool 
can be leveraged for business tourism specific assets. Please log on to the Content Pool, 
set up an account and search for ‘Business Tourism’.

Not all your videos and images need to be professionally produced – while they need 
to be good quality and well composed / filmed, a simple image or video filmed on your 
smartphone can be a great way to engage with your audience and convey personality 
when used in, for example stories. More professional videos and images should be used 
on main feeds wherever possible.

When and where to use images:

 Testimonials (and case studies if you’re able to publicise them) – Create simple 
graphics quoting testimonials from event organisers / business tourism visitors to 
showcase a positive experience. Create a graphic by adding your logo, the quote 
from the organiser / company / visitor and potentially an image of them to make 
the testimonial highly visual and easier to consume while adding some personality

 Infographics – Create infographics, an illustration which visualises statistics and 
information, to share business updates with your followers. This enables you to 
share interesting and informative content with your followers which is easy to digest

 Spotlights – Share graphics which offer a spotlight on members of your team, 
partners and businesses to provide your followers with a personal insight on what 
happens behind the scenes, and inspire your followers with all of the exciting 
opportunities you have to offer

 User Generated Content – Share content created by your followers, event planners, 
delegates and visitors to Ireland with the appropriate credit. This helps to build an 
online community as it encourages engagement and it is cost effective

 Invest in GIFs along with static imagery

LinkedIn posts with a 
visual have a 98% higher 

comment rate. Tweets 
with a visual are three 

times more likely to get 
engagement
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When and where to use video:
 Spotlights – Share short videos which offer a spotlight on key people / partners / 

new products / teams / events to provide followers with a personal insight on what 
happens behind the scenes, and all the exciting venues, experts and activities Ireland 
has to offer. This can also be a short video filmed on a mobile phone without any 
or minimal editing required

 Highlight reel – Create short videos to celebrate for example the start / end of 
conferences and your business’ achievements, which can be shared on all social 
media platforms

 Live streaming – Stream live, whether this is through LinkedIn or Instagram, and 
engage directly with your audience through a Q&A – this helps create a personal 
connection with your viewers

Image and Video Tools
Canva, a free browser-based visual design tool. You don’t need 
any graphic design experience, it uses an intuitive drag-and-drop 
feature, and you get access to hundreds of customizable templates 
for each social media. You can use your own images or pay a 
minimal charge to use images from Canva’s own image bank.

Adobe Spark is a browser-based and mobile design app which 
makes it easy to create social graphics, web pages and short videos. 
The software offers a free version or a team version from €25 a 
month.

Filmora, a paid-for video editing software available on a browser 
or mobile which helps to users to quickly and simply, create high 
quality videos.

Animoto, a free cloud-based video creation service that produces 
video from photos, video clips, and music into video slideshows, 
and customized web-based presentations.

For more information, see page 11 in our Video Content toolkit 
and page 17 in our Image content toolkit. 
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Social Media Management
Planning and scheduling content

It’s important to pre-plan your content and ensure you have ready access to images, 
weblinks and videos to accompany your posts.

Fáilte Ireland has created a template social media content plan that you can use 
to do this.

There are many social media management tools available, 
here are our recommendations:

 HootSuite is a great investment (from approximately €45 pcm) as it allows you 
to schedule posts in advance to run in tandem with PR campaigns. In addition, 
using the platform you can monitor all posts and audience interaction for your 
brand, your partners and competitors, enabling you to react quickly with positive 
content and responses designed to raise your business profile

 Sprout social is another popular option (from approximately €81 pcm). 
Like Hootsuite, it allows you to pre-schedule posts in advance, monitor posts 
and audience interaction for your brand, your partners and competitors

 TweetDeck is a free tool for management of Twitter accounts. This is useful as 
you can view multiple twitter timelines in one screen – making it easy to spot 
opportunities to reshare content from partners and / or engage with audiences. 
You can also use it to schedule Twitter content

 Lower priced tools include SocialBee and Crowdfire

Put the copy you 
plan to post here.

Name (and if necessary, contact details) of the person who is responsible for the 
content so they can be contacted if there are any questions / missing elements.

Link to the image / 
video within your 
folders / on YouTube 
so that it’s easily 
accessible by the 
person posting

Weblink to be posted 
if relevant and any 
relevant notes.
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Social Media Management (continued)
Here’s a guide to key actions to take on a daily, weekly and monthly basis to ensure you maximise the value of your social media platforms.
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Social Media Management (continued)
Sourcing content:

Sourcing content can be time-consuming, so Fáilte Ireland’s Business Tourism team has some tips to make it easier:

 Create a WhatsApp group of key people within your business so that when they capture images and updates, they can quicky and easily be shared on the group with those 
people authorised to post on social media to ensure a good breadth of regular content. Any images shared via WhatsApp should be done so with key information e.g. what the 
image is of and any pertinent details for the post

 You don’t need to rely solely on your own created content – you should be resharing and linking to other people’s relevant content – whether that’s re-tweeting partner content 
or Fáilte Ireland’s content or linking to online media content (either coverage of your brand or articles that might be of interest to your audience). It’s also a great way to engage 
with partners, media and other organisations. Search key hashtags to find content to re-share or repurpose (making sure you ask permission before sharing and credit the account 
from where you took it). Find and share ‘evergreen’ content – content that stays relevant to your audience for a long period of time

 Not all content needs to be professionally produced – while content for your main feeds should be professionally produced if possible, a short video filmed on a smartphone, 
or an image snapped at an event is fine for e.g. Stories. Just make sure they’re good quality and well composed. For tips on creating images and videos for social media, Fáilte Ireland 
has created toolkits here

 Ensure you have the right permissions in place, before you use other people’s content or any imagery or video. When sourcing and sharing images, it’s essential to obtain the 
correct permissions / check copyright. GDPR and model release guidance and requirements are covered in Image and video toolkits here. (See page 24 under image toolkit and page 
13 on video toolkit)

 Use Fáilte Ireland’s content pool. Please go to the Content Pool, set up an account and search for ‘Business Tourism’.

How often should I post?

It’s important to schedule regular 
posts on social media so that you’re 
continually engaging with your 
audience sharing new and interesting 
content. Here’s Fáilte Ireland’s 
suggested management timeframe:
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Social Media Management (continued)

1 Make sure you undertake regular audits of your followers 
and accounts you are following to ensure they are up-to-date

2 Use a link shortening tool to minimise the character count used 
on Twitter (or indeed any social channel). Bitly.com is a good 
option – just paste in the URL you want to shorten, and you’ll 
receive a bit.ly link that will immediately redirect anyone who 
clicks on it to your original URL

3 Experiment with posting at different times of the day to gauge 
the difference between responses and engagement, generally 
posting in the morning or around lunchtime are considered 
good times to post however this can vary from audience to 
audience so do some tests to see what works best for you.

4 Make sure there is a balance between direct promotion and 
non-promotional posts – often businesses make the mistake 
of making most or all of their posts promotion or sales based, 
whereas ideally the number of posts directly promoting 
a product should be no more than 50% of the total with 
the rest about non-promotional subjects.

5 Have a system for responding to messages via social media, 
and make sure the automated responses in the social media 
platforms you use (mainly Facebook and Instagram for these) 
are set-up and have been tested.

6 Respond quickly. Try to ensure that messages get responded 
to within 1 hour during normal working hours, or with an 
appropriate message during out-of-office hours.

7 Get to know Facebook Creator Studio – there are lots of 
different tools available to create a wide variety of post-types, 
and it gets regularly updated so it is worth keeping on top of 
the developments

8 Don’t forget emojis – their use is becoming increasingly 
acceptable but it’s important not to overuse them. They are 
particularly useful on Instagram where content, tone and style 
tends to be less overtly business focused. They can also be used 
very well in your social media profiles (for more information see 
our guide on setting up a bio.

9 Start out with your persona. Be clear on what problem you 
solve for them. How you can help them. What their blockers 
are. Answer these questions in your organic and paid social 
content – stick to them and don’t move off point

10 Research your hashtags and your influencers. Listen to what is 
important to your audience and try to respond in your content

11 Content is not always about creating! Consider curated content, 
evergreen content – the most trusted is user generated content

12 Identify industry influencers and connect with them – micro 
influencers are incredibly valuable as while their followings 
aren’t huge, their followers are very targeted and highly engaged, 
allowing you to get results without having to spend on ads

13 Refer to our tools on Boosting Sales with Social Media 
for additional guidance and support.

Don’t forget 
emojis – their use is 

becoming increasingly 
acceptable but it’s 
important not to 

overuse them.
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Example Copy
The below offers some good practice and inspiration for good social copy/posts

1

PHASE ONE: RECONNECT

TWITTER
We’re excited for #events to return to Ireland. In anticipation, we’ve been looking back on some of the 
amazing events and #incentive trips we’ve worked on before. Check out this blog for more [insert link to blog] 
#eventprofs #MakeItIreland

As we await the return of events to #Ireland, we’ve created this simple guide [LINK] to Covid-19 health and safety 
protocols and what you can expect when you bring your event to our Emerald Isle #eventprofs #MakeItIreland 
#businesstourism

LINKEDIN
As we wait for Ireland to reopen, our team has been reminiscing about some of the amazing events we’ve worked 
on in recent years including some that have happened virtually in the last 14 months. Our CEO @Kerry Jones 
has blogged about some of our highlights. Read all about it here [insert link to blog]. #eventprofs #meetings 
#incentives #virtualevents

With safety of delegates at the forefront of event planners’ minds, we’ve created a simple guide to Covid-19 
health and safety protocols and what you can expect when you bring your event to Ireland. Check out this video 
of LINK TO PERSON’S LINKED IN PROFILE discussing what’s instore when you #MakeItIreland #eventprofs

INSTAGRAM
As we wait for Ireland to reopen, we’ve been reminiscing about some of the brilliant events we’ve worked on over 
the years, including some that have happened virtually in the past 14 months. Check out our gallery of some of 
our favourites (tag clients if relevant) #eventprofs #virtualevents #MakeItIreland
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Example Copy (continued)

2

PHASE TWO: REASSURE

Don’t forget that you can link 
your social media accounts 
so that photos you post on 
Instagram are automatically 

posted on Facebook and 
Twitter.

TWITTER
As we await the return of events to Ireland, we’re putting the spotlight on some of our amazing partners so you 
can see what’s in store when you #MakeItIreland. Find out more here [LINK TO SUPPLIER SPOTLIGHTS ON YOUR 
WEBSITE]. #eventprofs #incentives #wildatlanticway.

We’re excited to announce we’re working with some brilliant new partners as we prepare for #Ireland to reopen. 
We can’t wait for in-person events to resume so you can see them for yourself INSERT TWITTER HANDLE/S. 
[LINK TO NEWS RELEASE ON YOUR WEBSITE] #eventprofs #MakeItIreland #Kayaking (for example).

LINKEDIN
Our National Tourism Development Authority, Fáilte Ireland, has implemented a COVID-19 Safety Charter 
to highlight the robust safety measures undertaken by tourism businesses around Ireland, including a charter 
for PCOs, DMCs, hotels and venues. You can find out more about it in this handy guide [LINK TO GUIDE] 
#eventprofs #safetychartertogether #MakeItIreland.

We work with some brilliant partners to deliver exceptional events here in #Ireland. As we await the return of in-
person events, we’ve been putting some of our existing and new suppliers in the spotlight so you can find out more 
about what’s on offer when you #MakeItIreland. Read more about it here: [LINK TO SUPPLIER SPOTLIGHTS ON 
YOUR WEBSITE] #eventprofs #incentives.

INSTAGRAM
We’re lucky enough to work with some amazing partners here in Ireland – check out our gallery of some of Ireland’s 
finest. INCLUDE GALLERY OF PARTNER IMAGES, TAGGING THEM IN. We can’t wait to welcome you to #Ireland. 
#MakeItIreland #events #Incentives.
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Example Copy (continued)

3

PHASE THREE: REBUILD

TWITTER
Ireland is open – we’re excited to welcome back #eventprofs. We have all the connections and expertise you need to create an unforgettable event 
that will leave delegates feeling energised, engaged and motivated. Find out more here [LINK TO WEBSITE]. #MakeItIreland #eventprofs #incentives 
#openforbusiness

LINKEDIN
Ireland is open! We’re delighted that we can welcome #eventprofs back to Ireland and our expert, friendly and well-connected team is ready to support 
you with everything you need to deliver an exceptional – and safe – event. Find out more about what we can do to help make your next event a success 
[LINK TO WEBSITE. You can also find out more about what to expect when you visit Ireland with this video from Meet in Ireland [LINK] #MakeItIreland 
#eventprofs #incentives

INSTAGRAM
Ireland is officially open for business tourism visitors and our team is excited to welcome our first #eventprofs back to Ireland #MakeItIreland 
#businesstourism #incentives [Post with staged picture of your team ‘celebrating’]. For guidance on image composition see here.

4

PHASE FOUR: REBOOT

TWITTER
We spent this week with some of our key partners preparing for a major event that’s taking place in November. Here’s what we got up to! 
[LINK TO BLOG ON WEBSITE AND INCLUDE TWITTER HANDLES FOR PARTNERS INVOLVED] #businessevents #eventprofs #incentives

LINKEDIN
This week our team was out and about working with some of our key partners preparing for an event that will take place in November. From tasting 
some of Kerry’s finest food, to checking out the new hybrid event technology at TAG VENUE visiting a new hotel partner TAG, it was a week very well 
spent. Find out more here: (LINK TO CASE STUDY) #businessevents #eventprofs #meetings #conferences #events

INSTAGRAM
This week we have been out and about meeting with partners as we prepare for a major event in November. Check out what we got up to! 
[Gallery of images tagging relevant partners] #MakeItIreland #eventprofs #incentives

Top Tip
You can link your social media 

accounts so that  photos you post 
on Instagram are automatically 
posted to Facebook and Twitter. 
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Introduction to Public Relations
Public relations is an important piece of your communications activity and will play a key role on Fáilte Ireland Business Tourism team’s 
communications plan. Having a journalist write about your brand is in effect a third-party endorsement of your brand and is therefore 
seen as being more valuable than advertising in terms of audience perception.

The business tourism industry has many high-quality industry magazines both in print and online. Some are more general and some 
focus specifically on incentives, for example. Most do not require you to translate your press releases before sending them.

Examples include:

EUROPE

tw tagungswirtschaft (Germany)

Conference & Incentive Management 
(CIM) - Belgium

PUNTO Mice - Spain

Voyages d’Affaires – France

MICE Central & Eastern Europe

Boardroom (Associations specific) - 
Brussels

UK

Conference News 

C&IT

M&IT

Event Industry News

Event Manager Blog

AMI (Associations 
specific)

USA

Meetings & Conventions

Smart Meetings

The Incentivist

Successful meetings

PCMA Convene

The Meetings Professional (MPI)

ASIA PACIFIC

TTG Asia

China BT Mice

MICE BTN

Mix Meetings

MiceNet

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

TTG MENA FTN News

The Event Theplanner.guru

Voyages Afriq

There are many more titles you could target – to find them you can either use a paid for media database (find further details on page 37) or spend some time doing internet searches 
to find suitable media.

.

Top tip for finding 
relevant media titles: find 
out the media partners for 
key industry events – most 
events will have a section 

highlighting industry 
media partners with links 

to their websites.
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WE AREN’T 

Eccentric
Elitist

Opulent
Serious

Highbrow
Aloof

Fantastical
Overly Familiar

Adrenalin-fuelled
Cliched

Over the top

WE ARE

Fun and friendly 
Warm and 

approachable
Trustworthy

Expert
Professional

Creative
Can do people who 
go the extra mile

Collaborative
Unique

Luxurious
Stylish

Cultured
Classic

Cosmopolitan
Adventurous
Sophisticated

Inviting

Language and Tone
It’s important to consider the language and tone you’ll use in communications; the words you use and the tone and style in which 
you write are key to conveying your brand’s personality. Fáilte Ireland’s business tourism team has created a top line guide to the 
language we use. We recommend you apply a language and tone that is consistent with this as it will help strengthen Ireland’s 
personality through all communications.

WORDS FÁILTE IRELAND’S BUSINESS TOURISM TEAM USE

PERSONALITY:

Confident/ 
confidence

Trust
Rely/ 

Reliable
Expert/ 

Experienced
Dedicated Exciting

Charm/ 
Charming

Luxurious Unexpected Memorable Inspiring
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How To Get Your Brand In The News
Media coverage is achieved by making business tourism industry journalists, editors and writers aware of your company’s news. 
If you have something to say that they feel is of interest to their readers, there’s a good chance they will publish your story. 
The question is, what is news? What stories will gain the media’s interest?

Impact
Does the story affect many people or have  
a significant influence on the industry?

Change
Could it alter or change the way things are done in 
your business or the industry in a substantial way?

Close to home Does it have a local angle?

Timeliness
Does the story tie in with something significant  
that is happening now?

Novelty Do you have something new to tell?

When you’ve got news to share with media, how do you write a press release?

Grab them with a great headline

 Include numbers: Several studies show headlines with numbers generate 73% more social shares and engagement

 Action Words: Using verbs in your headline gives a sense of urgency and grabs the attention of readers

 Use interesting adjectives: Adjectives provide descriptors that give your headline a boost to make them attractive to your audience

 Keep it accurate: Including numbers and attention-grabbing language only works if the headline accurately describes your press release

Top tip: Make sure you read the 
business tourism titles you want to 
target – that way you’ll get a clear 
idea of the type of stories they cover 
and the journalists who would write 
about your news

Several studies  
show headlines with 

numbers generate 73% 
more social shares and 

engagement

PRESS 
RELEASE
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Short, clear headline tells media what the story is about

First paragraph sums up the entire story in one or two sentences

Second paragraph puts story in context – why it’s important

Third paragraph presents details –  
who’s involved, how it came about, etc. 

Fourth paragraph includes a relevant  
quote to add information, credibility  

and/or opinion

Fifth paragraph shows  
where people can find  

more details,  
get involved,  

etc. 

Provides Purpose

Explains Rationale

Outlines Response

Offers Social proof

Drives call to action

Grabs Attention

Keep it short

A press release should give just enough information to pique the reader’s attention and 
make them want to find out more. Keep it to one page, two max. Get to the point and 
stay on point throughout the release. You need to provide all the relevant information a 
journalist needs to write their story, without wasting time repeating yourself. Including 
links helps the reader to find more information should they need it.

Use the inverted pyramid structure when writing the copy

Cover the 6 Ws

Who What Where When Why How

How To Get Your Brand In The News (continued)

TOP TIP:  
Make sure you read the 

business tourism titles you 
want to target – that way 

you’ll get a clear idea of the 
type of stories they cover and 

the journalists who would 
write about your news
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Best practice press release example
	

	

IBTM EVENTS LAUNCHES IBTM WORLD VIRTUAL 
 

IBTM Events has announced the first details of IBTM World Virtual which will take place online 

from 8 – 10 December 2020.  

 

The online event will incorporate three full days of one-to-one business meetings, a 

comprehensive programme of content and many of the key features of the live event, tailored to 

take place online. As with all IBTM’s events, exhibitors and Hosted Buyers will benefit from 

IBTM’s bespoke appointment system, matching buyer’s business needs with supplier’s services 

to ensure they meet with people with whom there is a strong chance of doing business. 

 

Trade visitors will be able to register for the online event and, as well as accessing education 

sessions and event features, they will be able to request ‘walk-up’ meetings with exhibitors via a 

chat function, with the option to convert directly into a video call if required. 

 

David Thompson, Event Director, IBTM World, commented: “While we’d all hoped we would be 

able to meet face-to-face in Barcelona, we’re very excited about what we have created with 

IBTM World Virtual. The online event will deliver not only the high-quality business opportunities 

for which IBTM is renowned, but also a programme of content that will provide attendees with 

tangible learnings that they can apply to their business as we evolve and rebuild our industry.  

 

“As well as business meetings, we are adapting many of our regular event features to take 

place online, including exhibitor destination presentations, live online pitches and the graduation 

ceremony for our mentoring programme Event Business Accelerator, the Tech Watch Awards 

and targeted content streams for event planners. We’re looking forward to sharing more detail in 

due course.” 

 

A selection of gated and live content will be available on all three days of the event. The third 

and final day of the event will include a full schedule of live and pre-recorded education 

sessions taking place on ‘IBTM TV’, available to all registered attendees. Speakers will include: 

keynote Pancho Campo, who will speak about The future of events: Lessons learned from 

working with Barack Obama’; Isabel Bardinet, CEO, European Society of Cardiology, who will 

deliver her thoughts on ‘going digital: lessons learnt and going forward; Mikael Ek, Managing 

Director EMEA, BCD M&E whose session will cover ‘state of the industry: unexpected trends for 

the future of meetings and events and Patrick Rush, Senior Regional Director, Head of Asia 

Pacific, American Express Meetings & Events who will run a session on 2021 Global Meetings 

& Events Trends. 

 

	

	

IBTM World Virtual replaces the live edition which, it was announced last week, will not take 

place in 2020 because of the incredibly unpredictable travel restrictions that continue to be in 

place across the globe. 

 

For further information, visit www.ibtmworld.com. 

 

- Ends – 

 

 
 

 

For all media enquiries, additional comment and request for interview please contact 

Name/s 

Telephone number/s 

Email/s  

Notes to Editors  

 

About IBTM  

IBTM, part of Reed Travel Exhibitions (RTE) is the world’s leading showcase for the meetings 

and events industry (also known as MICE) with a portfolio of 5 global and regional events 

providing business solutions on 5 continents. They include IBTM World, IBTM Africa, IBTM 

Americas, and the recently launched IBTM Asia Pacific. 

www.ibtmevents.com    

 

Story neatly 
summed up in the 
first paragraph

Second and third 
paragraphs add 
context to the news

Quote for additional 
information and 
opinion

Further paragraphs 
add detail

Link for further 
information

Contact details  
for media

Boilerplates for 
further company 
information 

Short, clear headline

How To Get Your Brand In The News (continued)
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Issuing a press release

Now you’ve drafted your release, how do you share it with the media? First, make sure 
you’re familiar with the titles you’re targeting, and which journalists cover the sort of 
story you’re sharing, so you can send your news to the most relevant person. You will 
usually be able to find editorial contacts on the title’s website or, if you have budget, 
invest in a media database which makes it very quick and easy to source contact 
details and create media lists – options for this include:

 Cision

 Meltwater News

 Roxhill Media

These are paid for services and vary significantly in terms of costs depending on the 
functionality you require and the number of users you need to access the service. 
You can pay purely to access their media databases, or you can also pay for services 
including automated press release issuing, media monitoring and coverage analysis.

If you don’t have budget for a paid for service, you can still do all of this yourself, it will 
just require the investment of your time and use of some free tools – Google alerts 
to track when coverage appears online, time spent on the websites looking for 
coverage and for media viewership / readership figures when you’re evaluating 
the coverage.

Here’s a quick guide 
on how to issue a press 
release if you’re not 
using a paid for service:

1. Put the headline of the press release 
into the email subject matter box

2. Personalise your email to the journalist or, 
if you’re sending it to multiple journalists at 
once, make sure to use the Bcc function as 
you don’t want to fall foul of GDPR

3. Paste the press release into the body 
of the email 

4. Attach a relevant image (300dpi, 1MB) – the 
image should be directly relevant to your story, 
and ideally should not include graphics. Make 
sure you have the rights to use the image 
in an editorial capacity

5. Include your contact information in case 
the journalist requires any further information

6. Generally, earlier in the week is better 
for issuing press releases

How To Get Your Brand In The News (continued)
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Blogging
Having a company blog not only helps drive traffic to your website and 
promote your services, but it’s also a great way of communicating and 
building trust with your audiences and helping to ensure your website 
performs well in Google rankings (provided your blog is regularly 
updated).

As an added bonus, many business tourism titles have opportunities for 
you to have your blog hosted on their website and you can repurpose 
your blog content for social media and backlink to your website, again 
driving traffic.

The Meet in Ireland News section contains topical articles and news 
pieces that can be leveraged or linked to in order to amplify Team 
Ireland messages.

Here are Fáilte Ireland’s tips for  
what makes a good blog:

 Stay on topic – stick to a single topic and make sure it’s a topic that will be of interest to 
your business tourism audience

 Focus on your audience – make sure the content and style suits the needs of a your 
specific business tourism audience

 Create a schedule – if you’re going to blog, it needs to be frequent (bi-weekly 
or even weekly)

 Consider your keywords – for Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) and audience targeting

 Make sure your headline stands out (but is accurate and related to the content)

 Use subheads to break up the copy

 Interlink your posts (link from one blog post to another, when relevant)*

 Use images and / or videos

 Always write around 1,600 words but be guided by your subject matter, more is fine 
if the content is useful and engaging

 Topical and insightful blogs can be pitched to media as well as posted on your own 
platforms

 You can also email your link to your weekly blog update to those who have opted in to 
receive them on your email subscribers list. Mailchimp allows you to include social sharing 
buttons so that recipients can share your newsletter directly to their platform of choice if 
they wish

 Encouraging your staff to blog about newsworthy stories in relation to your business on 
their personal profiles on LinkedIn is an additional way of extending your reach

*TOP TIP:  
To interlink blog posts, 

simply right click on the words 
you want to link from, select Link, 
then select Insert Link, then paste 
the link to the page you want to 

link to on your blog / website into 
the ‘Address’ box.
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Here’s some inspiration for different types of blog:

Top tips https://www.stirlingvenues.com/news-events/blog-1-top-ten-conference-tips

Meet the  
team member

https://youngtrusteesmovement.org/blog/meet-amelia-ireland/

Trends 
https://www.cvent.com/en/blog/events/meetings-events-trends 
(*this blog includes some great examples of inter-linking)

Topical 
theme

https://www.cvent.com/en/blog/events/virtual-events

Blogging (continued)
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SEO
Search Engine Optimisation aims to increase the quality and quantity 
of your website traffic and exposure to your brand through search engines.

To do this you need an understanding of:

 what your audiences are looking for when they are searching online 

 the words they use when they’re searching.

Once you’ve established those words / search terms, make sure you’re using 
these ‘keywords’ in your blog posts and content on your website. 

There are a number of free keyword tracker tools, including 
www.wordtracker.com and www.ahrefs.com/keyword-generator.

You can employ an agency to manage SEO for you, or you can do it 
yourself. If you want to find out more, Google has an SEO starter guide 
here. You can also refer to this editable SEO checklist to assess your SEO 
implementation and to identify gaps and opportunities for improvement.

If you require further business support on SEO, please reach out to your 
local Fáilte Ireland contact.

KEYWORDS
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PHASE 1: RECONNECT

BLOG

As Ireland awaits reopening, we continue to be hard at work with clients, planning their events for when our country 
re-opens. Here’s a snapshot of what our team has been up to in the last couple of months:

Getting virtual
While in-person events haven’t been happening, we’ve organised over 100 hours of virtual events for clients 
including INSERT TOPLINE DETAILS AND LINK BACK TO A TESTIMONIAL / PARTNER / PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Planning makes perfect
Just because in-person events are on hold for the time-being doesn’t mean we can’t plan them. Currently 
we’re working with a number of clients organising events that are planned to take place from November 2021 
onwards. From creating exciting itineraries for incentive groups to specifying hybrid technology requirements, 
our team continues to support some of the world’s leading brands as they prepare to bring their events to 
Ireland. INSERT A FEW TOPLINE DETAILS OF WHAT YOUR TEAM IS WORKING ON CURRENTLY

Supporting our partners
We fully recognise the importance of the health and safety of teams and delegates at events we organise 
and have been supporting our conference partners as they implement health and safety protocols ahead of 
re-opening. For example, INSERT TOPLINE DETAILS AND HYPERLINKS TO RELATED CONTENT E.G. FÁILTE 
IRELAND’S COVID-19 SAFETY CHARTER.

Tracking innovation
With hybrid events here to stay for now, we’ve been working with our partners to ensure the very latest 
technology is integrated into events. INCLUDE A FEW SENTENCES OF RELEVANT CONTENT AND EXAMPLES 
FROM E.G. PARTNER VENUES.

Getting back to business
We can’t wait to welcome our first in-person events when Ireland re-opens. INSERT NAME OF EVENT is due to 
take place in INSERT DATE AND TOPLINE DETAILS OF YOUR INVOLVEMENT/REMIT.

Example Copy 

Link back to 
content on to 
your website
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PHASE 2: REASSURE

PRESS RELEASE

COMPANY ANNOUNCES NEW PARTNERSHIP TO DELIVER INNOVATIVE HEALTH 
AND SAFETY SOLUTION FOR CLIENTS

DMC has today announced a partnership with COMPANY 
to deliver SOLUTION, a best-in-class secure, cloud-based 
health and safety solution for its clients. The partnership 
is COMPANY’S first in Ireland.

SOLUTION offers simple, effective cloud-based health and safety and 
risk management procedures that enable event organisers to easily 
create, maintain and communicate policies and protocols. The outputs 
can be easily updated, implemented and accessed by event planners 
providing a time and cost-efficient solution.

“Now more than ever it is critical that event planners are easily able to deploy stringent health and safety protocols to ensure clients 
can meet safely,” said NAME, JOB TITLE, COMPANY. “We’re confident that COMPANY offers a secure, user-friendly and comprehensive 
service that is without doubt, the best on the market.”

“As we emerge from the pandemic, creating safe in-person experiences is a priority and we our solution has already enabled thousands 
of delegates the opportunity to have safe event experiences,” said NAME, JOB TITLE, COMPANY. “We are looking forward to working 
with DMC to make events in Ireland as safe as possible, peace of mind to staff and delegates so that they can focus on having an 
enjoyable, productive and safe face-to-face event.”

INSERT PARAGRAPH OF CLOSING INFORMATION E.G. COMPANY NAME is Cork’s leading DMC, with a 30-year history of working 
with some of the world’s leading brands to bring their international events to Ireland. INSERT URL.

Ends – 

INSERT CONTACT DETAILS AND BOILERPLATE

Example Copy (continued) 
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PHASE 3: REBUILD

BLOG

MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCES AT HEART OF ENQUIRIES FOR INCENTIVE BUYERS

As we near the time when Ireland will re-open for in-person events, we’ve seen a clear trend from buyers looking for more meaningful, emotionally 
engaging experiences for their employees.

The pandemic has brought into sharp focus the value placed on providing unique and memorable experiences. Now, more than ever, we’re finding that 
buyers are looking for deeper, more meaningful experiences that will really resonate with employees, that also offer the opportunity to give something 
back to the community they’re visiting.

Ireland has myriad opportunities when it comes to creating exceptional experiences. From culinary experiences to adventure weekends and 
volunteering with local community groups, our small country is rich in culture, has a famously beautiful landscape and welcoming locals, making it an 
ideal incentive travel location.

CULINARY EXPERIENCES
Ireland has a wide range of innovative and immersive foodie experiences, whether you’re looking for fine-dining, 
cooking classes or foraging experiences, we can create an experience to tantalise any tastebuds! INSERT A COUPLE 
OF SHORT EXAMPLES.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Volunteering with a community organisation not only ensures a positive impact from your event, but also offers the 
opportunity for visitors to really absorb themselves in the community in which they’re staying. INSERT EXAMPLES 
OF OPPORTUNITIES / PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE.

GOING GREENER
Minimising our impact on the environment is an increasingly important concern and we have a number of eco-
friendly experiences in Ireland. From eco-camping and eating local, to supporting you with carbon off-setting and 
using only green-transport while you visit us, we can ensure you minimise the environmental impact of your event.

COMPANY NAME DMC is dedicated to finding new, exciting and immersive experiences. With every programme we 
create, we strive to deliver something truly unique that will leave your employees with memories that last a lifetime.

Example Copy (continued) 
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PHASE 4: REBOOT

PRESS RELEASE

Client Wins Mean New Hires For Cork DMC

Cork Destination Management Company COMPANY NAME today announces the appointment of NAME and NAME into two roles newly 
created as a result of the business’s ongoing growth, with five new clients having been contracted in the past month.

NAME has been appointed JOB TITLE and NAME joins as JOB TITLE.

Commenting on the appointments, NAME, JOB TITLE, COMPANY NAME, said: “NAME and NAME join us at a very exciting time for 
COMPANY. We have seen significant growth in the past eight months, having already won a number of new clients and have an extremely 
strong pipeline. We have ambitious plans to continue this growth and both NAME and NAME have exceptionally strong experience within 
our industry. I’m excited to work with them as we continue to grow.”

NAME joins from BUSINESS where she held the position of JOB TITLE. Prior to that NAME worked BUSINESS/JOB TITLE.

NAME joins from BUSINESS where he held the position of JOB TITLE. Prior to that NAME worked BUSINESS/JOB TITLE

INSERT PARAGRAPH OF CLOSING INFORMATION E.G. COMPANY NAME is Cork’s leading DMC, with a 30-year history of working with 
some of the world’s leading brands to bring their international events to Ireland. INSERT URL.

Ends – 

INSERT CONTACT DETAILS AND BOILERPLATE

Example Copy (continued) 
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Measuring Your Impact

Evaluation
We spoke about the importance of setting SMART goals on page 10 of the toolkit 
and provided some example KPIs. Now we’re going to look at how you measure 
your success against these goals and what best practice reporting looks like.

Where are you starting from?

It’s vital that you establish your starting point, so undertake a social media audit. 

 Are your bios up-to-date and complete? Use each platform’s free analytics tools to 
see what type of content works best for you. 

 What are your current social media follower numbers and average engagement 
levels? 

 What’s the scope and scale of your PR activity? 

 Are you achieving regular, message-rich coverage in target media titles? 

Each social media platform has free analytics, so use these insights both to establish your 
starting point and measure your success. Fáilte Ireland has created a 
simple template for your social media audit, available here.

Where do you want to get to?

Once you know where you’re starting from, you can look at where you 
want to get to. For social media, benchmark yourself against competitor 
accounts. What are their follower numbers and engagement levels? You 
can use a tool to do this (e.g., Hootsuite) or do it manually which will 
take longer and be less accurate, but you can still get a good feel for how they perform.

REMEMBER:  
while you may want 

to increase follower numbers 
on social media, it’s far more 
beneficial to have a smaller 
number of highly engaged 

followers than it is to have a 
large number of followers who 
don’t engage with your brand
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From a PR point of view, what’s your competitors’ share of voice in the media? Are they 
getting more, better quality coverage than you in your target media? If you can get a feel 
for this, you can make a realistic call on what’s achievable. Again, if you have the budget, 
you can use a tool to do this (Cision for example) or you can get a feel for it by reading 
your target media.

Consider phasing your goals so that you can adjust and adapt activity each month when 
you have established what is and isn’t working. For example, if you want to increase your 
follower numbers on Twitter from 750 to 1,500, stagger that goal over a period of time 
and then you can tweak content to ensure you are maximising engagement and more 
likely to hit your target. Some examples follow:

Set up your reporting templates. Fáilte Ireland has included some useful templates here. 
These can be easily edited to fit your needs. The templates include:

 PR activity log (including example key messages to track)

 Template reporting dashboard

 Use free tool Notion to produce weekly social media reports

Measuring Your Impact (continued)

EXAMPLE OBJECTIVES

✔ Increase brand 
awareness by X%

✔ Position brand as X

✔ XX million 
impressions

✔ 75% of coverage  
to include at least  
x 3 key messages

✔ XX hits in Tier 1 media

EXAMPLE GOALS / KPIS

Outputs 
� Volume and hits  

in target media

� Reach

� Share of voice 

� Media outreach

� Quality of coverage

� Geographical presence

� Key message score  
and penetration

� Event promotion

� Cost per 1,000

Outtakes
� Unique visitors

� Views

� Likes

� Shares

� Followers

� Click throughs

� Downloads

� Comments

� Tone

� Sentiment

Outcomes
� Engagement

� Influence

� Impact

� Awareness

� Attitudes

� Trust

� Loyalty

� Reputation

� Relationships 

� ROI
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Measurement
There are various measurement tools available for analysing the reach and impact 
of editorial coverage. These include:

 Cision / gorkana (paid for subscription)

 Meltwater (paid for subscription)

 Kantar (paid for subscription)

 Google alerts (free of charge but not comprehensive and no analysis)

There are various measurement tools available, from each platform’s individual 
analysis features, to paid for services. We strongly recommend investing in e.g., 
Hootsuite which works as a management tool as well as providing robust analytics.

There are other tools available including:

 Google Analytics – useful for tracking web traffic coming from social media

 Each platform’s own analytics (Twitter Analytics, Instagram Insights, LinkedIn 
Analytics)

 BrandWatch

 Sprout Social

 BuzzSumo (for analysing social engagement)

 HubSpot

 Crowdfire

Frequency

It’s important that you are regularly tracking and reporting on progress not only so that 
you can see how you are performing against your KPIs, but also so that you can adjust 
your activity to be as effective as possible. 

Creating Reports

The more visual and engaging your reports are, the better and while they need to look 
good, it’s important that they clearly show results. Dashboards are an excellent way of 
showcasing your results in a simple, easy to digest format.

If you have paid for measurement tools for PR and social media, these will create useful 
charts for you that you can put into a dashboard created, for example, in PowerPoint. 
If you are evaluating manually, you can create charts in Excel using data from your 
activity logs for social media and PR, as well as using charts from Google Analytics 
and each social media platform’s analytics page.

For PR, we’d recommend producing a monthly report, and for social media we’d 
recommend weekly and monthly reporting. For both you should also consider 
annual and / or quarterly reports.

Weekly 

� Capturing and  
logging media  
coverage

� Social media  
reporting

Monthly

Dashboard format including

� Executive summary

� Activity highlights

� Key metrics  
(outputs and outtakes)

� Progress against KPIs

� Highlights of next  
month’s activity

� Coverage log

Quarterly/Annually

Dashboard format including

� Executive summary

� Activity overview

� Key metrics (outputs and outtakes)

� Qualitative reporting

� Status against KPIs

� Status against objectives

� Learnings and insights

� What’s next

� Coverage log
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EXAMPLE PR DASHBOARDS

Take the results you have logged in your Excel template and taken from Google analytics / social media analysis 
and you can present them in a format like this – they are simple to set up and design in PowerPoint.

With crowdfire you can schedule your content and set up reports to go out automatically.

% of your coverage 
that has a spokesperson 
and image included

Is the coverage 
positive, negative 
or neutral

Calculated by taking the budget spent on 
activity and dividing it by impressions. A 
handy calculator is here

How many people were reached – circulation / 
viewership figures from a paid for tool or what 
you can find on media’s own websites

Number of pieces of coverage. 
You could also add a dial for 
coverage in Tier 1 media if that 
was a KPI

Web traffic from Google analytics compared to when coverage 
appeared – identify spikes if coverage drove traffic to website

% of your coverage 
that includes key 
messages 

Topline analysis to 
see progress

Measurement (continued)
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How impactful 
was the coverage

Where are you tracking against KPIs e.g. if you 
want to grow followers to 1,500 where are you 
against that each month and cumulatively?

How did key 
messages perform

EXAMPLE PR DASHBOARDS

Measurement (continued)
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EXAMPLE SOCIAL MEDIA DASHBOARDS

For social media, we recommend creating a weekly report 
using each platform’s free analytics tool and also the free tool, 
Notion.

Each month you can use the free tools from each social 
media channel and present them in a dashboard format 
again, designed simply and easily in PowerPoint, which 
can include tracking of progress against your KPIs. 
Here’s an example of what that might look like.

Measurement (continued)
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Budgeting and Resourcing
It’s important to note that you don’t require huge budgets to implement an 
effective communications programme. If budgets are tight, there are lots of free 
tools you can use (see earlier sections of the toolkit) and remember – keep things 
simple and focus on priority activity.

Resourcing

Fáilte Ireland’s Business Tourism team realises that for some organisations resources 
are tight in terms of people power, but we would recommend having a dedicated team 
member with communications as part of their remit. It may be that other team members 
are allocated certain tasks but having a single person with oversight will ensure your 
activity is managed and implemented effectively. It’s also essential that available time 
is balanced between content creation and posting, and reporting – as if you don’t track 
performance, you can’t adjust what you’re doing to ensure it supports your business 
objectives.

If budget is limited, check out Fáilte Ireland’s handy guide to marketing on a shoestring.

If you have budget but not the expertise or people power to run a communications 
campaign, it is worth considering bringing on board an agency or a freelance professional 
to support with activity. There are many specialists who will be able to help. The Fáilte 
Ireland business tourism team can make recommendations and it’s also worth asking 
your industry contacts if they have any recommendations for suitable resources.

TOP TIPS:

 Consider your objectives and allocate budget where you’ll get most value

 List all elements of the plan that have an associated cost

� Advertising

� Tradeshows

� Videography

� Photography

 Add the everyday items

� Social media management tool (from approx. e45 pcm)

� Subscription to stock photo resources

 Ask for added value – negotiate editorial on the back of paid  
for advertisements

 Utilise the free tools we’ve highlighted in this toolkit

If budget is limited, check 
out Fáilte Ireland’s handy 
guide to marketing on  

a shoestring.
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We’ve created a  
handy budget template 
here for you to use to 
plan and manage any 

paid for activity.

Budgeting and Resourcing (continued)
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Recap

1. Do the 
groundwork 

Effective industry and 
competitor research 
and understanding of 
your audiences is key 
to planning an effective 
communications campaign.

2. Set clear goals So that you can 
measure your impact.

3. Use our  
template 
documents 

Fáilte Ireland has created 
a suite of template 
documents to help you 
plan and manage your 
activity – you’ll find links 
to them here.

4. Communications 
doesn’t have to  
be expensive or 
time-consuming 

Make the most of the free tools 
available to you and, if you have 
the budget, invest in software/ 
tools that will make it quick 
and easy to share, monitor 
and evaluate your activity.

5. Encourage and 
participate in 
conversations

Remember that communication 
is two way – make sure you 
engage and have dialogue 
with your audiences, 
especially through 
social media.

6. Quality over 
quantity

Make sure the content 
you create and share 
is relevant, targeted, 
insightful and of good 
quality.

7. Evaluate  
regularly

So you can understand 
what’s working, and what 
needs adjusting.

8. Don’t be afraid  
to change  
your plans

If something’s 
not working, use 
engagement analytics 
to understand why and 
what would work better 
and make a change.
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Links to Related Fáilte Ireland Toolkits
VIDEO CREATION
https://covid19.failteireland.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Top-Tips-Creating-Video-that-Engages-and-Sells-FINAL.pdf

IMAGE CREATION
https://covid19.failteireland.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Top-Tips-Creating-Imagery-that-Engages-and-Sells-FINAL.pdf

SETTING UP AN INSTAGRAM BIO, HASHTAGS AND CAPTIONS
https://covid19.failteireland.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Guidance-Note-Captions-and-Hashtags-FINAL.pdf

MARKETING ON A SHOESTRING
https://covid19.failteireland.ie/business-supports/sales-and-marketing/driving-domestic-sales/
marketing-on-a-shoestring/

SEO CHECKLIST
https://covid19.failteireland.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/SEO-checklist-editable.pdf

BOOSTING SALES WITH SOCIAL MEDIA
https://covid19.failteireland.ie/business-supports/sales-and-marketing/driving-domestic-sales/
boosting-sales-with-social-media/

FÁILTE IRELAND CONTENT POOL
https://www.irelandscontentpool.com/en
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